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Environmental Systems

--Variable air volume with reheat; unit located in mechanical room in the basement.
--Lofts utilize local systems located on the fifth floor.
--Fan rooms located on separate floors to facilitate air circulation across multiple levels.

Sustainability
Lightwell:  Lightwells serve to reduce the necessity for electric lighting, add a central space within the building, and pro-
vide an internal open space for windows to give an illusion of having a view outside.  The skylights at the top of the build-
ing allow enough natural light to penetrate in order to offset the use of an external energy source used for elcetricity in 
lighting.  From the rooftop, the openings would have the appearance of small ponds in a garden. 

Use of brick as facing material: aside from its aesthetic appeal appeal and ability to fit in with the surrounding area, 
brick is also a sustainable choice.  Although it is a material with relatively high embodied energy, brick is a very lasting 
material; it will not degrade quickly even in adverse conditions nor will it disperse harmful compounds over time.  At the 
end of the building’s life cycle, the bricks can be reused in another building, or they can be crushed and put to another 
use. 

Another advantage of brick construction is that brick buildings are thermally massive.  In winter, masonry tends to absorb 
heat during the day and hold it at night; in summer, brick buildings cool down at night and retain their cooler temperature 
through most of the day.  By keeping the temperature regulated, less energy needs to be spent on heating and air condi-
tioning.

Energy efficiency: although emphasis is placed on quality of lighting in an art center (ruling out the use of compact fluo-
rescents in key areas), some energy can be saved by using efficient fixtures in other less vital areas (restrooms, offices).  
Even traditional incandescent lighting can be made more efficient by taking into consideration factors such as distance 
from work plane and the specific purpose of a particular light (working at a desk versus observing a painting).  Similarly, 
energy can also be saved by choosing insulation with a high R-value.


